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Administrivia - Posters

• Posters due today by 7pm

• Posters must be submitted tonight in order to be uploaded to 
the gather.town platform

Initial poster session assignments available [here]

• Session A: 4:00-4:45pm

• Session B: 4:45-5:30pm

• Visit other groups when it’s not your session

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qrAwRFM6vCRgnUN3oa-3iNMaITXYF9i3XPhwW1tzhhQ/


Administrivia - Posters

On poster content / design:

• Posters will cover your current progress, not final report

• Must be horizontal / landscape in shape!

• Keep it simple! This is a visual aid.





Administrivia

• Final Project Poster Session, Tuesday, 12/7

• HW4 due next Friday, 12/10

• Final Report due Thursday, 12/16 

• SRTI Course Surveys open!

• There are two for this course, one for each instructor

• Access surveys here: 
https://owl.umass.edu/partners/courseEvalSurvey/uma/

https://owl.umass.edu/partners/courseEvalSurvey/uma/
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What is a topic model?

For a collection of documents, a topic model learns…

(1)A set of K “topics”

(2)A topic distribution for each document



Applicable to more than words

Mimno 2011

https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/papers/pompeii.pdf


Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Blei et al. 2002

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2001/hash/296472c9542ad4d4788d543508116cbc-Abstract.html


LDA: A Generative Model
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LDA: A Generative Model
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Blei et al. 2002

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2001/hash/296472c9542ad4d4788d543508116cbc-Abstract.html


Blei et al. 2012

https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2012/4/147361-probabilistic-topic-models/


K

Plate Notation
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LDA: Contextualized, Interpretable Latent Space

Documents: K-dimensional vectors

Dimensions correspond to topics, which are both interpretable 
and contextualized.



Topics = Interpretable Dimensions
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LDA: Contextualized, Interpretable Latent Space

Documents: K-dimensional vectors

Dimensions correspond to topics, which are both interpretable 
and contextualized.

Idea: Each token in the working corpus has a corresponding 
topic assignment





The island of Gont, a single mountain that lifts its peak a mile
above the storm-racked Northeast Sea, is a land famous for wizards.
From the towns in its high valleys and the ports on its dark narrow
bays many a Gontishman has gone forth to serve the Lords of the
Archipelago in their cities as wizard or mage, or, looking for
adventure, to wander working magic from isle to isle of all Earthsea.

Sea/Ocean: sea water boat island beach ship ocean …

Magic: magic spell witch power demon wizard magician …



Topic Label Top Words Top Classics Sample Review

The Future

(Dystopias)

world, people, 

society, human, 

war, future, new,

power, history, 

political, science,

fiction, thought, 

today, humans

1984

The Man in the High Castle

Animal Farm

Brave New World

Do Androids Dream of

Electric Sheep?

Fahrenheit 451

The Handmaid’s Tale

This was typical Phillip K. Dick 

far, clever philosophical science 

fiction contemplating ideas about 

religion, society and in many 

ways what it is to be human…I 

felt that it provided clever 

parallels with the daily grind of 

today’s modern world 

— Jonathan 

Topic Modeling for Collection Exploration

Walsh & Antoniak 2021

https://post45.org/2021/04/the-goodreads-classics-a-computational-study-of-readers-amazon-and-crowdsourced-amateur-criticism/


Topic Modeling for Collection Exploration

Schmidt 2014

http://sappingattention.blogspot.com/2014/12/typical-tv-episodes-visualizing-topics.html


Class Activity
https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/jsLDA/

https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/jsLDA/


Studying Genre at Scale



What is Speculative Fiction?

Fantasy

Science 

Fiction
Horror



What is Speculative Fiction?

World Weaver Press





Algorithm



Algorithm



Authorless Topic Models: Biasing 
Models Away from Known Structure
Laure Thompson and David Mimno.

COLING 2018: Best NLP engineering experiment.









What do author-correlated 
topics look like?
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…but it’s not always so easy

robot robots andrew human cully susan calvin brain being powell
donovan law moldaug sir drake positronic bogert

sand pirx mars desert roger dust rock bass dunes crater martian
jeffries kirov dune sweeney eileen rocks canyon lava camp



Adding more topics doesn’t help!

250 500 1000





Preprocessing
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Preprocessing
Purposeful Data Modification
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Frank Herbert: “desert”

Author-Term Frequency
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Author-Specific Subsampling

Cut-Off

Author-Term Frequency
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After



Topics look more cohesive & meaningful!

school professor work university 
years research science students

professor university college student 
students research school science

f'lar lessa weyr robinton hold dragon 
f'nor lord dragons benden rider

robot robots andrew human cully 
susan calvin brain being powell

lord hold between master queen star 
enough turns high good

machine robot machines robots 
human mechanical metal brain

sand pirx mars desert roger dust 
rock bass dunes crater martian

sand desert rock mountains 
mountain dust land surface plain




